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Learn more about our back
off ice and analytics solutions

for hotels and resorts

Interested in how advanced analytics can 
empower your operators to drive 
necessary change? Contact Fourth today: 
Fourth.com/en-gb/contact-us/

Advanced analytics can pull sales information in real-time through 
integration into your POS system, down to the menu item and its 
associated costs. Maintain a holistic picture of your properties' 
spend as they ramp up occupancy or dig into the numbers at 
individual properties, departments, and dates. When demand is 
uncertain, a granular view of the operation is the only way to 
manage your COGS effectively.

Ground Floor – 
Accurate Spend Reports

Get real-time insights into what product is selling in your retail and 
foodservice outlets and what's turning into decoration. Take the 
guesswork out of reordering by analyzing your inventory, 
comparing it to projected sales, and reporting how many days' 
worth of each stock you have remaining. As pandemic-related 
restrictions ease, stocks can be kept at minimal levels — ensuring 
guests receive what they need while preventing unnecessary costs. 

Second Floor – 
Inventory on Hand 

Third Floor –
Purchasing 

By comparing actual sales to projections, analytics provide the 
insights your teams need to evaluate underperforming menu items 
in your food and beverage programme. Find something that 
exceeds expectations? Now you understand your buying power and 
have an opportunity to renegotiate price with suppliers. As you 
start to understand the changes in demand, an at-a-glance view of 
purchasing will help avoid unnecessary costs.

Fourth Floor – 
Supplier Price Management

With year-on-year analysis, your team has the information 
necessary to evaluate product costs and supplier performance 
across multiple locations. Are your suppliers reliably on time? 
Constantly late? Do they deliver the correct type and quantity of 
goods? Is there a difference between pre-and post-pandemic 
service? Now you can make the business case to drive change.
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Fourth Floor – 
Supplier Price Management

Nothing balloons your COGS like inventory waste. Where do your 
employees need additional training? Which menu items need 
reevaluating? Know where waste happens across properties in near 
real-time through data insights into your expenses. Empower 
operators to proactively address problem areas with team 
members and operations to prevent further waste.

Fifth Floor – 
Minimise Waste

The global resurrection of travel is an opportunity to come back stronger, 
with more operational discipline and control. The right analytics solution 
paired with a modern and mobile supply chain solution will enable your 
team to operate with excellence. 

Make decisions in the moment, rather than via expense auditing 
weeks after the fact. Data insights allow your team to compare 
current spend to the budget in near real-time, so you can track 
spend and minimize waste while maintaining your brand's 
standard of guest service.

Penthouse – 
Budget Comparisons 

Can you monitor procurement across 
your organization as your team f inds its 
post-pandemic footing?
 
As vaccines rollout and the world shifts from "unprecedented times" 
back to something resembling the old normal, the travel industry will 
benefit significantly from the return to family holidays and business 
trips. Pandemic restrictions and lockdowns have hit hoteliers and 
their staff hard, forcing them to downsize staff and prioritize digital 
solutions that allow them to do more with less. Process automation 
and data insights into performance and guest sentiment are top of 
mind as they begin the long road to recovery.
 
Managing inventory to effectively limit waste and avoid over or 
under-ordering, while ensuring great guest experiences, is essential. 
An analytics platform that pulls together real-time data points 
covering every aspect of the procure-to-pay process is critical when 
understanding how demand has changed and continues to evolve. 
With hotels, procurement extends across the entire purchasing 
gamut – from steak to lightbulbs.

 
What should you look for in a data 
analytics solution? 
 
We break down how organization-wide visibility into your operations 
can increase efficiency as you work toward a triumphant return 
to business. 


